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ABOUT CAMP GLADIATOR

Based in Austin, Texas, Camp Gladiator is a fitness company
on a mission to positively impact not only people’s fitness,
but their lives as well. A four-week outdoor group fitness
program for all fitness levels, every workout at CG Nation is
different, incorporating full-body exercises led by certified
personal trainers. With 4,000+ locations nationwide, CG is
committed to improving lives.

LIFE BEFORE NETCHEX

Camper turned Human Resources Manager, Megan Gann is
truly passionate about her work, and wanted an HCM system
that worked just as hard. Before Netchex, everything was
tracked in Excel or Google docs, which means there was no
connection to her payroll system and had to rely on
accounting to pull reports or provide data when she needed
it. The limitations of ADP made not only payroll difficult, but
onboarding and enrollment were also unnecessarily manual –
and more manual work means more time and money wasted.

Netchex Services:

☑ Payroll & Tax

☑ Employee Self-Service

☑ Time & Attendance

☑ Manager Self-Service

☑ NetBenefits

☑ NetGuide

☑ NetCOBRA

☑ NetRecruiter

☑ NetInsight

☑ E-Verify

☑ HR Support Center

“Since we put Netchex in place, life as I
know it has drastically improved! I now have
access to the information I need. Candidates
have a MUCH improved onboarding
experience that starts before they step
foot in the door on their first day.
Our Open/Initial Enrollment process is so
much smoother without having to fill out a
ton of paperwork – just a few clicks of a
mouse and they’re done.”
Megan Gann | HR Manager

®

WHY WE ARE THE BEST SOLUTION

As a fast-growing company constantly in need of hiring, onboarding and
reporting, Netchex was the perfect solution for Camp Gladiator when they
were looking to switch from ADP. Retention is key to a successful company,
especially in a field so personal and competitive as fitness, and CG Nation
ensures their onboarding and open enrollment experience for their hires is
seamless and simple with the use of Netchex tools like NetGuide and
NetBenefits. When it comes to reporting and analyzing costs, NetInsight
gives Megan and her team quick access to valuable reports on time and
attendance and labor, as well as benefits reports to assist with compliance.
In addition to all these tools, Megan’s favorite part about Netchex is that for
service and support, each account is assigned to a specific service team – not
one specific person. This allows for greater understanding of each account
and their detailed needs and industry, and with a team, clients don’t have
to worry about a service representative leaving the company or going out of
town with unanswered questions. Your Netchex team is here to efficiently
and professionally take on your issues and solve them with a smile.

Let’s talk. Visit netchex.com or call 877-729-2661 to learn more.

